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At Sikkema’s Equipment we pride ourselves on knowing our product, that means being able to let you, our 
customer, know what fans will work for your needs.  We specialize in the design and overall layout of a 
building and its components, whether it is dealing with fans, stalls, mattress, gates, manure systems, etc. 
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Temperature Humidity Index for Dairy Cows

•In the holding areas, provides comfort while waiting.
•In special needs areas (maternity/hospital pens), helps maintain dry bedding.
•Feed alleys, to encourage feed intake.
•Above the freestalls, for fly control, etc.
•Fan direction; see image to right

Modified from Dr. Frank Wierama (1990), Dept. of Agricultural Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

             A graph relating a cows stress with humidity levels.

Installing fans could be the best thing that 
you ever do for your dairy.  It will definitely 
make a difference in your cows comfort, 
which will increase their milk production.  In 
order to achieve that result, you must 
position the fans properly.

Benefit of a Cool Cow

Temp. (˚F)

68
77
86
95

104  

Dry Matter Intake
(DMI) (lbs)

40.1
39.0
37.3
36.8
22.5

Milk Yield
(lbs)

59.5
55.1
50.7
39.7
26.5

Water Intake
(gal.)

18
19.5
20.9
31.7
28.0

Relative HumidityDeg.

F        0       5     10    15    20    25    30    35    40    45     50    55    60    65    70     75    80    85    90    95   100

75                                                                                                                         72    72     73    73    74    74    75    75

80                                                          72    72    73    73    74     74    75    76    76    77     78    78    79    79    80     

85                      72     72    73    74    75    75    76    77    78    78    79     80    81    81     82    83    84    84    85

90     72    73    74     75    76    77    78    79    79    80     81    82    83    84    85    86     86    87    88    89    90

95     75    76    77    78     79    80    81    82    83    84     85    86    87    88   89     90     91    92    93    94    95

100    77    78    79    80     82    83    84    85    86    87    88     90   91     92    93    94     95    97    98    99

105    79    80    82    83     84    86    87    88    89    91    92     93    95    96    97

110    81    83    84    86     87    89    90    91    93    94    96     97 

115    84    85    87    88    90    91    93    95    96    97

120    86    88    89    91    93    94    96    98

NO STRESS

MILD STRESS

MEDIUM STRESS

SEVERE STRESS

A Cool Cow Produces More Milk

•500 CFM to 1,000 CFM per cow.
•5 to 6mph

10 x fan diameter (in feet)

C
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ceIn most cases for generic, non hybrid
fans the spacing will look like this...

Fan Placement

Optimal Airflow
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High performance Apex™ fans from Munters with "air-foil" technology provide the features 
you like at a price you'll love. High efficiency and high airflow coupled with outstanding
durability and reliability are hard to beat.

•Heavy gauge galvanized-steel panels and supports. 

•Non-flexing cast aluminum prop is much more durable than stamped metal under stress. 

•High strength galvanized tubular struts provide a superior core support for the fan.

•High quality, greasable, cast iron pillow block bearings assure longer life. 

•Large pulleys that provide greater belt wrap, meaning belt tension can be lower without slippage. Less stress increases 
life for the belts and bearings. 

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks. (Optional)

•Amp draw: 1 HP -                                                               1.5 HP - 

•Large pulleys that provide greater belt wrap, meaning belt tension can be lower without slippage. Less stress increases 

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks. (Optional)

•Heavy gauge galvanized-steel panels and supports. 

•Non-flexing cast aluminum prop is much more durable than stamped metal under stress. 

•High strength galvanized tubular struts provide a superior core support for the fan.

•High quality, greasable, cast iron pillow block bearings assure longer life. 

•Large pulleys that provide greater belt wrap, meaning belt tension can be lower without slippage. Less stress increases 
life for the belts and bearings. 

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks. (Optional)

•Amp draw: 1 HP -                                                               

•Large pulleys that provide greater belt wrap, meaning belt tension can be lower without slippage. Less stress increases 
life for the belts and bearings. 

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks. (Optional)

 -                                                               

high airflow coupled with 

•Non-flexing cast aluminum prop is much more durable than stamped metal under stress. 

•High strength galvanized tubular struts provide a superior core support for the fan.

•Large pulleys that provide greater belt wrap, meaning belt tension can be lower without slippage. Less stress increases 

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks. (Optional)

 -                                                               1.5 HP - 

High performance Apex™ fans from Munters with "air-foil" technology provide the features 
you like at a price you'll love. High efficiency and high airflow
durability and reliability are hard to beat.

•Heavy gauge galvanized-steel panels and supports. 

durability and reliability

Aerotech
Maximize Your Volume and Velocity

Airflow=15,570 cfm

Throw
Velocity

fpm mph Spread
at fan
10’
20’
30’
40’
50’
60’
70’

2,200
1,870
1230
880
680
570
480
420

25.0
21.3
14.0
10.0
7.8
6.5
5.5
4.8

3’
5’
17’
29’
36’
41’
45’
48’

36”-Typically used in 
high restrictive areas.  

Airflow=23,200 cfm

Throw
Velocity

fpm mph Spread
at fan
10’
20’
30’
40’
50’
60’
70’

1,850
1,570
1,030
740
570
480
410
350

21.0
17.8
11.7
8.4
6.5
5.5
4.6
4.0

4’
7’
23’
38’
48’
54’
60’
64’

48”& 51”-These fans 
are used in large volume 
areas.  

Recommended 
Spacing:  40’ - 48’

Recommended 
Spacing:  40’ - 48’

Recommended 
Spacing:  48’ - 56’

Recommended 
Spacing:  36’ - 48’

1-HP, belt drive 1-HP, belt drive 1-HP, belt drive

1.5-HP, belt drive

48”36”

APEX Fans - 36”, 48”, & 51”

Specifications

Airflow=26,050 cfm

Throw
Velocity

fpm mph Spread
at fan
10’
20’
30’
40’
50’
60’
70’

1,840
1,560
1,030
730
570
480
400
350

20.9
17.7
11.7
 8.3
6.5
5.4
4.6
4.0

4’
7’
25’
41’
51’
58’
64’
68’

Airflow=27,820 cfm

Throw
Velocity

fpm mph Spread
at fan
10’
20’
30’
40’
50’
60’
70’

1,960
1,670
1,100
780
610
510
430
370

22.3
18.9
12.5
 8.9
6.9
5.8
4.9
4.2

4’
7’
25’
41’
51’
58’
64’
68’

51”

51”

9’ 9’36” 48”-51”48”-51”

7’ 10’2” 15’ 13’8”

1 phase 3 phase

120 240 240 480

1 phase 3 phase

120 240 240 480

12.04 6.04 2.0 8.54 2.44.74.0
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Aerotech Grower® fans have set a new standard in the industry by delivering 
high airflow and efficiency at an incredibly low cost.  Plus, they carry the 
industry's most respected name for quality, reliability, and service.

•1/3 to 1-1/2 HP

•4,110 to 23,400 CFM

•Direct/Belt Drive

•High strength galvanized tubular struts providing superior rigidity.

•The motor/bearing mounts have a parallel “L-beam” designed for solid stability 
and minimal airflow resistance.

•The aerodynamic propellers deliver superior efficiency. 

•Enclosed motor for protection from the environment.

•Sealed internal wiring connection box.  

•Plastic shutters open easily with minimal airflow resistance, yet close tightly to prevent air leaks.  (Optional)

POWERFUL yet Economic
Aerotech

Exhaust Fans...

Compare the features, performance, efficiency, quality, and price!

18” - 48” Grower Fans

Classic

• Cast  aluminum  
3-blade airfoil propeller
• Streamlined fiberglass 
housing
• Fiberglass Rifled™ 
discharge cone
• Aircraft design drive 
support
• Stainless steel  
hardware and fasteners

• 51" & 55" features high quality pillow block  
bearings
• 51" & 55" includes advanced drive system, ballistic 
belt construction and  high quality belt tensioner
• Fans  available  with variety of single and  3 phase 
motors.

Vortex

•Cast aluminum propeller.
•Fiberglass or Galvanized panel.
•Inlet and outlet guards.
•High efficiency variable speed motor.
•Stainless Steel hardware.

•High CFM, low wattage.
•Maintains steady airflow, reduces condensation, 
and equalizes the temperature.
• Recirculation guard kits mount easily on both 
sides of the fan. 
•Up to 6,500 CFM
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For the Youngsters
Tube Fan Systems

*Illustration and tables showing the effect of hole position in the distribution tube on the direction of airflow and the resulting distance from the tube to the floor.  A repre-
sents the vertical height from the floor to the center of the distribution tube, B represents the distance on the floor as measured from directly below the tube to the point that 
the airstream would be directed, and C represents the total distance that the airstream would need to travel for the tube to reach the floor.  All distances are given in feet.
VETERINARY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA, FOOD ANIMAL PRACTICE.  SANDRA GODDEN, DVM, DVSc;  SHEILA M. McGUIRK, DVM, PhD.

Custom Hole Positioning

Aerotech

C= Distance from
center of tube to
floor (hypotenuse)

C= Distance from
center of tube to
floor (hypotenuse)

Hole
position
4 o’clock

Hole
position
5 o’clock

Hole
position
7 o’clock

Hole
position
8 o’clock

B= Distance on the 
floor from directly 
below tube to point
where air is directed

B= Distance on the 
floor from directly 
below tube to point
where air is directed

A= Height
from floor to
center of tube

4 and 8 o’clock
A    B    C
 7   12.1  14.0
 8   13.9  16.0
 9   15.6  18.0
10 
11
12
13
14
15
16

17.3
19.1
20.8
22.5
24.2
26.0
27.7

20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
28.0
30.0
32.0

5 and 7 o’clock
A    B    C
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

4.0
4.6
5.2
5.8
6.4
6.9
7.5
8.1
8.7
9.2

8.1
9.2
10.4
11.5
12.7
13.9
15.0
16.2
17.3
18.5

•Delivers a small volume of fresh air to the micro-environment of the calf.
•Directed toward the center of the pen to circulate and eliminate any bad air 
 to the calf’s nose.
•Keeps calves healthier.
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WhalePower Technology - A Million Years of Field Tests

Altra-Air fans blanket a very large area with 
constantly moving air to create an expansive 
comfort zone.

Altra-Air Advantage

•Five bladed high volume low speed fan.
•Increased blade pitch means more air.
•Inexpensive to operate.
•Very low decibel level.
•Proven to save energy year round.

•Fans range from 8’ to 24’ in diameter.
•Capable of moving nearly 400,000 CFM.
•Operates on 1 to 2 HP.
•Variable frequency drive provides soft
 start and full variable speed operation.
•Creates a non-disruptive airflow.

Technical Specifications
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Increase safety and productivity with Versa-Kool circulation fans.  The 
patented guard design allows for greater air movement at very low noise levels.  
Improve air quality and working conditions by strategically placing Versa-Kool 
circulation fans throughout the calf barn.

• Direct-drive, heavy-duty, totally enclosed, thermally protected 
  prelubricated ball bearings.
• Maintenance free motor.
• Aluminum fan blade.
• Optional mount.
• 1/2 HP
• 115/230 volts
• 7,748 CFM
• 1,725 RPM

24” Patented Versa-Kool Air Circulation Fan

Calf Cooling

Basket Fans

• Available in 12”, 20”, 24” and 36”
• Patented open front guard for easy maintenance  (U.S.  
  patent No.5,348,447)
• Fan ships fully assembled
• Includes hot dip galvanized ceiling mount bracket
• Industry leading air velocity
• Quiet operation
• Direct drive motors with no belts or bearings to maintain
• White powder coated guards meet OSHA 1910.212(1)(5) 
  requirements
• Variable speed motors on 12”–24” models (requires separate variable  
  speed control to adjust fan speed)
• Totally enclosed, maintenance free, direct drive, high efficiency 
  motors have completely sealed ball bearings, UL/ CUL certification 
  (File E219338/E315335), and are covered by a Two Year Warranty.
• Made in the U.S.A.

J&D Manufacturing’s Barnstormer is a dependable leader in air 
recirculation. The patented easy open front guard is an exclusive 
feature that drastically reduces the time it takes to clean and maintain 
our fans. The Barnstormer’s tapered guard creates a high velocity air 
pattern that allows greater distance between fans, which means less 
fans in your barn and more money in your pocket.
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Hanging Options

Wood post mounting

Dual Mount with Fan Control

Standard Truss Hanger

VATCU

SPEED 
CONTROLLER

VATCU-2(-4)
VATCU 3NT

Specs
•VATCU- Controls 2 
Fans. 240V
            
•VATCU-2 (-4)-
Controls 4 to 8 Fans. 
240V 

•VATCU 3NT- 3 phase
10HP 

DISCONNECT 
SWITCH

Fan Controls
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Before you run the risk of burnt up motors, seized bearings, and worn belts, give us a call-here are 
some things that we could do for you:

    •We start by assigning a number identification and location to each fan. 

    •Check the panel for cracks and damage.  

    •Clean blades and check for cracks and damage. 

    •Run to check balance/vibration. 

    •Check belts for tension, cracks, and wear. 

    •Check belt tensioners for angle and response.

    •Grease and lubricate bearings
    
    •Check bearings and shaft for wear and movement

    •Check mounting brackets

    •Check angle of fan to floor

    •Check for bare exposed wiring at the fan

    •Air blow fan clean

    •Provide a thorough report to you, our customer!

The Sikkema Maintenance Option
At Sikkema’s Equipment we care about the comfort of your cows and the reliability of the machines 
that are keeping them comfortable.  We offer a maintenance program where we completely go through 
the fan, from top to bottom, making sure that everything is working properly.  If not, we make the 
necessary adjustments to keep your fans spinning.

Fan PURRFECTION!

**Minimum 20 fans per call, less than 20 fans, customer to pay travel cost one way.  Man lift, parts and repair labor are extra per 
customer request for quote. Sikkema’s Equipment is not liable for any failed equipment and/or property loss as a result of this 
service.  Call for pricing. 

Check it, Clean it, Lube it!
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Draw Your Layout

Fan PURRFECTION!



Some related products:

Miraco 
Drinkers

Sprinkler Systems

Holding Pen Cooling

Feed Alley CoolingThe Moossissippi

NOTES:

Sikkema’s Equipment
1235 100th St. S.E. 
Byron Center, MI 49315

Call: 1-616-554-1900                    
Toll Free: 1-800-553-8171              
Email: info@sikkemaequipment.com
www.sikkemaequipment.comwww.facebook.com/sikkemasequipment

“Like us”
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